
The Power Conflict at now World and the Reckless Military Industry.
Due to strong malicious the warmonger,now Trump Presidency had turned promised policy

of no war,but peace with Russia.We all must do not only accusing the Presidency,but also

revealing and making global aware on the Evil Being in USA. 2017/4/17,18,26.

http://www.777true.net/The-Global-Ruling-Structure-2016_How-to-Engineering-toward-Accomplishing-Global-Stability.pdf

[１]：The Essential Motive of War-monger the Military Industry Oil Complex.
⑴To know motive of the real enemy behind the visible stages.
❶good profit by perpetual war,❷but no own die by war.This is the egocentric war monger

they hate both peace establishing and battle decision to cease fire in wars(*1) due to fear
for losing their business in wars.This is nothing, but evil the supreme.Culture of war monger

may be a kind of decadence of atheism,which might lead them toward unconscious suicide.

Because It is themselves who had well known insanity of own business.

http://www.777true.net/It-is-us-who-are-on-the-GermanWings-Airbus-A320-whose-door-is-firmly-locked.pdf

(*1) http://tanakanews.com/170414korea.php
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⑵Trump with less strong friends had been trapped !!
Then note Trump presidency recently referred to regime change in Syria,but not in North
Korea(NK).It is entirely upside down.Because Assad(the former doctor in UK and has been
supported by the nation people)is not corrupted without chemical weapon and nukes,but

Kim Jong-un is terribly corrupted 100%puppet(educated in Swiss and brutal dictator in hell
famine nation)of the warmonger and is with nukes.It is entirely due to threat of NK nukes
that enable US war business and confusion in people mind in South Korea and Japan.

⑶Dangerous Factors.
National Security Adviser General McMaster: The War Complex’ Resident Parrot
http://journal-neo.org/2017/02/22/national-security-adviser-general-mcmaster-the-war-complex-resident-parrot/

Bannon opposed Syria attack,while maybe it is McMaster who advised the attack.

Jared Kushner: A Suspected Gangster Within the Trump White House.
http://www.strategic-culture.org/news/2017/04/17/jared-kushner-suspected-gangster-within-trum

p-white-house.html

Israel was established by west rulers in order to make them bad in Middle East(the world).
http://www.777true.net/Essentia-Criminal-for-Causing-the-Massive-Palestinian-Refugee-is-EUROPE-USA.pdf

http://www.777true.net/PEACE-KEEPING-OPTION-between-ISRAEL-and-MUSLIM-NATIONS.pdf

Albert Einstein on Israel: 5 Quotes About Zionism From Famed Theoretical Physicist
http://www.newsmax.com/FastFeatures/albert-einstein-israel-zionism/2014/12/14/id/612966/

“I should much rather see reasonable agreement with the Arabs on the basis of living

together in peace than the creation of a Jewish state. …

As is not told by West media,Bashar Hafez al-Assad is not bad person 
https://matome.naver.jp/odai/2138601344647047901?page=2

Once he fought against domestic corruption,thereby has been being supported by people.

Reflecting on Syria: All we have been told is a lie by the MSM,19.04.2017
http://www.pravdareport.com/opinion/columnists/19-04-2017/137553-reflecting_syria-0/

"Syria is not what the mainstream media wants us to believe it is. One has to see it, to

understand. Seeing is believing! It is an extraordinarily exceptional country. All that we have

been told about Syria and its people is a lie."

Trump has strong obsession with Israel.Also author deeply worship the historical Jew People’s

outstanding devotion for liberating mankind.Unless them,there would have been nothing the

world today.However Israel todays is singular enough to be puppet ofWEST the atheists who

has been endeavoring to make both Jew and Islam the theists bad !!.
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⑷100% puppet of the US war-monger.
North Korea is an Pentagon Vassal State,2016/11/1

http://www.williamengdahl.com/englishNEO1Nov2016.php

If it weren’t for the fact that he is absolute dictator of a country with a formidable army and

nuclear missile technology, North Korean President Kim Jong Un, the 290 pound, 32 year-old

ruler would be a clown figure.

DARK: Secret U.S. Military Flights carried officials, equipment to North Korea”2013/2/15

http://ajw.asahi.com/article/behind_news/politics/AJ201302150067

CNN“Rummy's North Korea Connection What did Donald Rumsfeld know about ABB's

deal to build nuclear reactors there? And why won't he talk about it?” 2003/5/12

http://money.cnn.com/magazines/fortune/fortune_archive/2003/05/12/342316/index.htm

A suspicion that the US war monger and the North Korean military are connected

under the water was exposed in the United States(Japanese)2013/4/11

https://blogs.yahoo.co.jp/hisa_yamamot/31776600.html

President Donald Trump again urged China to do something about North Korea s

increasingly hostile actions in the region, insisting that the United States would act if

China did not.
http://www.breitbart.com/big-government/2017/04/11/trump-urges-china-solve-north-korean-problem/

Trump suggests China is making 'unusual' moves regarding North Korea
http://koreajoongangdaily.joins.com/news/article/article.aspx?aid=3032517

Apr 21,2017,U.S. President Donald Trump said Thursday “some very unusual moves” have been

made by China over the past several hours, adding that he was confident Chinese President Xi

Jinping would try to pressure North Korea over its nuclear and missile program.

North Korean at now is very rare desperate hell state of huger with strong brutarity.It is historical

shame state never seen before due to the warmonger USA.Note,by the warmonger, also Japan

has been puppet(but the most bonder)nation with the history of Hiroshima-Nagasaki and

Fukushima of unprecedented nuclear disasters in mankind history.Also note 38% of foods

supply rate by own production which now has been facing coming climate decaying era.

That is,today’s North Korea might be tomorrow’s Japan and South Korea ??. Now North Korea

declared 1st attack US military Base in Japan. Something making strong ally among China,

South Korea and Japan is urgently necessary to intercept puppet NK burst.
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⑸Possible coming world(with the warmonger USA)for the time being.
After all,there is unique and only scheme,the war monger(USA) vs against powers.The war

monger is also called deep state,CIA-military-industry complex the reincarnated NAZIS.

❶Total Nuclear WW triggered by North Korea(atheists).
Even the warmonger at now could still not accept so supreme desperate.

In order to trigger,someones extremely crocked are decisively necessary.
WW warnings by the media at now world is entirely due to ❸.

* The perpetual warfare in Middle East has been being told (by the media)so dangeous to trigger

WW ,their hate between them are so strong,however they(theists)may be in fact so cool not to

trigger the ridiculous action both by Israel and other Arab nations.In the other hand,North

Korean has been being ruled by USA. In fact,Russia and China has entirely been being

cautious on first strike by USA(atheists).
http://www.777true.net/Mutual-Assured-Destruction-Principle.pdf

❷Accomplishing Peace Talk toward Cease Fires.
So long as the warmonger has been as the were,it is hard.The sucess or failure would

depend on massive global political movement with decisive the fact recognition.

Simultaneously American internal revolution is necessary<[２]>

❸Keeping the tension between the nations(ruling by war threats as it has been).
The tension is stronger,their war business income also become higher.Also various

domestic difficulties with the accusations would be evaded and suppressed by war fear.

It is this mechanism that could interfere ❷.

[２]：Diagnosis,Transforming,and the Reaction ?!!.
After all, military industry may be decisive cancer who has been seeking wars.
Note their business is selling death,it is which that has been causing the insidious and brutal

world.Then how to transform their business ?!,at first,mind transform may be necessary.

Once also author was engineer(electronic measurement instruments) employed
(Yokokaga)Hewlett Packard in Japan for 1971~1976.Then a colleague told me the most

favor work for engineer is war technology.At this time in Syria,brutal Sarin gas was
spreaded,which was once occurred in Japan by evil religious cult Aum Shinri-kyo ‘s
subway attack in 1995(6 years later,9/11 at NY was told also religious cult Al qaeda).

http://www.777true.net/Mutual-Assured-Destruction-Principle.pdf


It is told the member are many educated in science,medical,and engineering,but not
social and human science.A Bomb,MOAB(mother of all bomb),Drone remote controlled

bomber,and HARRP earthquake weapon were all product by engineer and scientist.After
all ,engineer may have double faces of Angel and Devil.For example,HAARP engineer
and scientist profiling may be as follows by author. AIDs & other bio weapon developper
may be the same.

＊HAARP is transversal EM wave radiator stimulating ion sphere to re-radiate Charge Density Wave

toward ground ,which destruct chemical bonding of earthquake hypo-center. Ion sphere is Harp the

music instrument,while the radiator is the devil player.and earthquake may be killer dancer

⑴Supremacists who boast own ability(high IQ?) and discriminate colored races.
Following nations were once target of HAARP the most insidious weapon in the history.

Haiti,Japan,Indonesia,China,South America are almost nation of non white races.

Nobel Laureates Who Were Not Always Noble.
http://news.nationalgeographic.com/2015/10/151005-nobel-laureates-forget-racist-sexist-science/

Racists, frauds, and misogynists: Meet the rogues’ gallery of Nobel Prize winners.

Engineers of Jihad: The Curious Connection between Violent Extremism & Education

https://www.ft.com/content/3ec8f126-da29-11e5-a72f-1e7744c66818

As engineers, we must consider the ethical implications of our work

https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2013/dec/05/engineering-moral-effects-techno

logy-impact

‘Engineers are behind government spying tools and military weapons. We should be

conscious of how our designs are used

731 bacterial warfare unit the Awesome whole truth(Japanese).
http://bacillus731.g.ribbon.to/

Cruel and shameful vivid body experiments by Japanese special troop 731 in WW .

Wicked spirit(Hirohito,Rockefeller)in high place are used to seek depopulation plan.

⑵NAZI Ideology Adorer the military industry complex reincarnated NAZIS in USA.
①People are Slaves of Nobility Supremacy.

②Perpetual War Strategy toward Hegemony Win.

This is due to the Hoegelian Philosophy in feudalism Preusen 19th C.This ideolgy evidently

against God teach(atheism).

 HEGEL AND TOTALITARIANISM THE CULT OF STATE POWER

http://www.worldfuturefund.org/wffmaster/Reading/Quotes/hegelnew.htm
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A:By setting enemy,and making perpetual war toward hegemony winning.

THE GOOD OF WAR

"War has the deep meaning that by it the ethical health of nations is preserved and their finite

aims uprooted. And as the winds which sweep over the ocean prevent decay that would result

from its perpetual calm, so war protects the people from the corruption which an everlasting

peace would bring upon it. History shows phases which illustrate how successful wars have

checked internal unrest and have strengthened the entire stability of the State. Not only do

nations issue forth invigorated from their wars, but those nations torn by internal strife, win peace

at home as a result of war abroad."

B:Nation and people are those who should be exploited by nobility hereditary.

PRIMACY OF THE STATE VS. THE INDIVIDUAL

"In civilized nations, true bravery consists in the readiness to give oneself wholly to the

service of the State so that the individual counts but as one among many. Not personal

valor alone is significant; the important aspect lies in self-subordination to the universal

cause." "A single person, it hardly needs saying, is something subordinate,

and as such he must dedicate himself to the ethical whole [this whole being the Nation]

⑶Poison(supremacism) might be detoxified by Dice throwing ?!.
A white supremacist is due to historical trauma in their mind grown in perpetual wartime
(against enemy races)environment in ancient Northern Europe where life resources were
not rich.Supremacists seems race in region of economy.Once Goethe told war,pirate and

trade are trilateral,which are all bad results in struggle for life resource.While black African

never had caused world wars and fatal climate change .Thereby races in less life resources

could not be told good,also races in rich life resources could not be told good.Those are

mere accidental result of dice throwing at here earth history .

＊There are infinitive earth in parallel universe where anything could occurre.

As the total consequence,God never throw dice....Albert Einstein,
http://www.777true.net/The-Fatality-of-Predestination-Theology.pdf

http://www.777true.net/img008-Quick-Guide-to-Quantum-Gravitational-Dynamics.pdf

＊Chemical evolution is stochastic process,that is ,perpetual dice throwing process.

http://www.777true.net/img007-Quick-Guide-to-Quantum-Stochastic-Mechanics.pdf
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⑷job transforming(case study by as for author).
①motive for becoming scientist or engineer.
It is an ambition to research truth(many expect to get fame by success)behind
complicated unknown phenomena in nature by own ability based in math,dynamics,
physics,chemistry,...Or It is an ambition to get success in design and building useful
something mechanism,... It is also an exiting game of success or failure.

②encountering needs→overcoming diffuculties !!!.
Author once had fundamentally quitted research in Quantum Gravity Dynamics in 1995.

Because he could seen essential whole of view of it＝a completion since 1993 when he

found gravity field becomes complete gauge one. In 1993/10,US congress declared

abortion SSC 120B$ the fake Higgs particle searching device in Texas.

http://www.777true.net/img008-Quick-Guide-to-Quantum-Gravitational-Dynamics.pdf

And then he turned his research in charge density(＝B) wave technology.It is inheritant work

of the great electrician Nicola.Tesla.This is technology of creation electrical energy from “o”.

http://www.777true.net/BWG.pdf

However,he encountered difficulty of getting dielectric crystal material. Since 2007,he began

to engage also in climate dynamics and seismology one.Because those had become

decisive needs to survive.As also you see,this is the supreme needs !!.In these experience,

author could keep same motive power in any those tasks.He also engaged even Economy
Dynamics,which was inspired also from decisive needs.It is a dream of all to realize high

fidelity computer simulation model of real economy dynamics.

http://www.777true.net/Quick-Guide-to-Economy-Network-Dynamics.pdf

③summary:
It is strong needs that make strong motive to research and development !!!.

⑸Discussion:
①After all,job transform in the reckless military industry is decisive to cease fire.
The engaged engineer and scientist must be awaken toward new needs !!

②Decisive needs at now is developing tools to settle down climate change !!!.
⒜Urgent implementation of Arctic Cooling Engineering to stop Methane burst !.
⒝Urgent implementation of more than 80% CO2 cut engineering !.
⒞Urgent design and implementation of global climate wartime regime !.
⒟technology making global fact recognition toward action

http://www.777true.net/img008-Quick-Guide-to-Quantum-Gravitational-Dynamics.pdf
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③The highest priority tech at now world is making global fact recognition toward action.

⒜Authors position:

Dont care for authors status or personality,which are entirely no concern with truth.

⒝the science society against author.
Author was once active as a physics researcher and established some theories on quantum

physics,etc and economy dynamics.All of those has been being neglected by science society the

authority.It is a damage for author to get more support for his articles in his website.

⒞Global websites must do decide the highest priority lanking of the global problems.
The aim is strong and world wide global fact recognition toward action.APPENDIX_1

④Technology on Business Ideology Transforming.

From something strong and valid view,it is decisive judgment on quitting wrong business
with the wrong ideology. Or it may be the market shutting down by the demand side.

At now,we should not consider tommorow is same as yesterday,because the environments

had drastically changed in the saturarated global economy with the decaying climate.

It is so to say facing wall not overcoming,unless our drastic transforming. It is well told joke
that, in facing problem, those with hammer is to claim answer is hitting,baker may be selling

bread,those with military power is war making,...As such ridicle conservative ways,none

could invent real effective solution on the difficulty.

⑤Technology on Industry Transforming.
Losing old market with company assets(manpower and facility) and initiating new

investments(developing new market with manpower and facility)are essential and fatal load

in coorporate managing.Then how to reduce the heavy load ?,An answer is creating

Industry Transforming Business with National Policy. Then,to tell for the very beginning, it
is decisive to burst big and decisive strong motive to transform.
http://www.777true.net/It-is-not-politician_but-doctor_scientists_only-who-can-declare-patie

nt_climate-worsened_to-urgently-go-hospital.pdf



APPENDIX_1:Global websites must do decide the highest priority lanking of the global
problems.This is an example by author.Those are all problems of do or die !!.

⑴ Scientific Proof on God.
http://www.777true.net/Proof-on-God.pdf

http://www.777true.net/Logic-the-most-simple_but-supreme-way-for-recognition.pdf

⑵ Arctic Methane Catastrophe possibility within 2040=Cooling geo-Engineering
http://www.777true.net/Arctic-Cooling-Engineering-the-Summary.pdf

⑶ Urgent more than 80% CO2 cut the global policy implementation.
.....Global Declaration on Climate Wartime Regiem
http://www.777true.net/Do-or-Die_Mending-on-Deadly-Climate_the-Problem-Solution-Reaction.pdf

http://www.777true.net/Q-A_Die-or-Do_Mending-the-Deadly-Climate_the-Problem-Solution-Reaction.pdf

⑷ CIA Military Industry Oil Complex the reincarnated NAZIS in USA.
http://www.777true.net/Oil-and-Military-the-Deathperate-Industry-has-been-causing-the-world-desperate.pdf

http://www.777true.net/The-Rockefeller-File.pdf

http://www.777true.net/Global-People-Must-Search-an-Essential-Evile-Origin.pdf

⑸ Evading WW 
http://www.777true.net/Mutual-Assured-Destruction-Principle.pdf

⑹ Cease False Flag Wars in Middle East,Far East,etc.
http://www.777true.net/Don_t-bomb-the-innocent-Syria.pdf

http://www.777true.net/Essentia-Criminal-for-Causing-the-Massive-Palestinian-Refugee-is-EUROPE-USA.pdf

http://www.777true.net/PEACE-KEEPING-OPTION-between-ISRAEL-and-MUSLIM-NATIONS.pdf

http://www.777true.net/the-convergence-to-genuine_J77-N_Korea-Syria-NAZI-the-Backgroud.pdf

⑺ Problem of Water,Foods and Energy Saving against corrupted environments.
http://www.777true.net/Part_6_non-carbon-Energy-Engineering.pdf

⑻ Life Assurance Economy(industry &Job)in declined climate environment.
http://www.777true.net/Life-Assurance-by-National-Strategy-in-coming-climate-WAR-TIME.pdf

http://www.777true.net/Quick-Guide-to-Economy-Network-Dynamics.pdf

http://www.777true.net/Do-or-Die_Mending-on-Deadly-Climate_the-Problem-Solution-Reaction.pdf

http://www.777true.net/Q-A_Die-or-Do_Mending-the-Deadly-Climate_the-Problem-Solution-Reaction.pdf

⑼⑽

⑴ is ideology,⑵⑶⑷⑸⑹are war on climate and on military the decisive tasks to do or die,

⑺is life resource problems,⑻is life technology(hardware)with economical,political.

⑼⑽might be life way problem(software) in racial and cultural environments.

In these serious matters,above all,⑷ is decisive who has been against ⑴.It is this that has

been causing America not great!.That is,mankind destiny is up to American.
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